FIREARMS TRAINING COURSE #9

Purpose

Officers must remain proficient with their off-duty/backup weapons in the event they are thrown into a situation they did not expect, either off duty or when their primary weapon becomes inoperable. This course is designed to accommodate five-shot small frame revolvers.

Range Conditions

- Full lighting
- Single IDPA target

Shooter Conditions

- If the officer has no backup or off duty weapon he/she will use their issued duty weapon
- Starting position for each exercise will be standing naturally and the weapon fully loaded
- The weapon will be drawn from its naturally carried position
- Total Rounds – 15

Stage I
7 yards  5 rounds  6 seconds

Stage II
7 yards  5 rounds  8 seconds (strong hand only)

Stage III
7 yards  5 rounds  8 seconds (support hand only)

Scoring

This course is Pass/Fail. No minimum score, however, the officers are required to get all rounds on target, majority on center mass.